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Scott Hall 
Our weekly meeting place for activities for PC and Apple users.

HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
You can join us at one of our weekly “Monday help sessions” and collect an application form. Payment 
can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Annual fee is $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number 
is.200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to the following 
address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to shcugcontact@gmail.com   

Our Weekly ‘Members Helping Members’ sessions are held in Scott Hall , all members welcome.                                                                                   
The sessions start at 10 am and continue until 5 pm. We can help members with PC and Apple software 
problems. Assisting with navigating Android Phones and Tablets and iPhones and iPads. We do have 
tutors who are skilled in Software programs such as Microsoft Word, Excel, Adobe Photoshop and 
Pages, Keynote, Affinity Photo and Affinity Design. 

Upcoming event: 

In this issue. 
1    Cover-page and committee members. 
2   Joining and payment options, activities and contents.	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
3    From your committee.  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By your committee 
4   Application form, membership 2022.    
5   Update on Windows 11	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By John Sutanto  
6    What is a “Privacy Warning” on WiFi in iOS 14.	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
7   Just a few  macOS basics.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
8   Notice Board.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
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Greetings to all members.  This is the last Keyword of  2021 and we can all look back with pleasure 
over what has been a successful year for SHCUG despite the difficulties the virus presented.  Our 
thanks to all who have kept on coming and we hope you all received the assistance you may have 
sought for your computer, tablet and phone problems as well as enjoying the fellowship of  your fellow 
members at our weekly gatherings in Scott Hall. Here’s to many more good years!  And many thanks 
to the tutors who have unselfishly shared their knowledge and skills to assist us. I most recently had an 
insurmountable problem with a programme in my Samsung tablet.  Joseph took 30 seconds to 
acquaint himself  with the problem, less than ten seconds to solve it and about 1 minute to teach me.  
The mountain truly had feet of  clay. Martina, Ron Cunnew, Philip and Lyn Reay have all assisted me 
in similar streamlined style and on behalf  of  all members I wish to repeat our thanks. 

Our big announcement is that our recent application to the IMB Community Grants Foundation for 
assistance in replacing one of  our iMac computers has been blessed with their positive response and 
they have generously awarded us a grant of  $2500.00 which will be used to purchase a latest model 
iMac computer.  No doubt the oh! so difficult decision regarding choice of  colour will be solved by 
Martina and when we see it in February she will, no doubt have set it up.  Please come and try it out.  
Make it work for a living.  I will.  I will use it to learn as much as I can in preparation for the day I buy 
my own. 

This is the third time IMB Community Grants Foundation has assisted SHCUG and, again, I 
encourage members to consider assisting them when considering a change of  banking service 
suppliers. 

On Monday. 13th December, twenty-nine members attended a celebratory pre-Christmas luncheon in 
Scott Hall.  What a spread we had of  tasty sandwiches, cakes, mini frittatas ( I think) meat balls, a 
pavlova and things I have probably forgotten but it was just as well we had not assembled a smaller 
table. It was laden all over with excellent fare.  Thank you all.  

SHCUG will meet again on 20th December before closing until the New Year.  We will resume on 10 

January.  Come one, come all, bring your new toys and make us jealous of  your good fortune.  Show 
us what you can do with them.   

The annual general meeting will be held in early February and we invite nominations to the 
committee.  Nomination forms (duly completed)  and membership renewal fees can be received any 
time now. We hope you will all renew and rather than your money, bring your friends with you, as Joe 
the Gadget Man might have said.   

And to everyone, the committee wishes you a very merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 

Rodney Andrews 



SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS COMPUTER USERS GROUP INC 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

(NEW OR RENEWAL) 

Membership renewals are due on 1 January of each year. 

MEMBERSHIP FEES FOR 2022 ARE SINGLE $40.00, FAMILY $ 60.00 

 FIRST NAME………………………………………………………………  
 (Include addition family name if applicable) 

 SURNAME………………………………………………………………………… 

 FOR MEMBERS RENEWING: IF THERE HAVE BEEN ANY CHANGES TO THE    
 PREVIOUS YEAR’S DETAILS, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION BELOW, OTHERWISE 
 LEAVE BLANK. 

 FIRST NAME………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 SURNAME…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  
 ADDRESS…………………………………………………………..………………………………. 

 TOWN/SUBURB……………………………………………………POST CODE……………….. 

 PHONE (preferable a landline)……………………………………………………………………… 

 EMAIL ADDRESS………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Payments can be made in cash at our weekly help sessions held in Scott Hall, Harbison,  Burradoo,  
           between 10 am and 5 pm every Monday. 

 Alternatively, payments can be made Electronic Funds Transfer. Enter your Membership Name in the  
 TO ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION and transfer your fee to SHCUG’s bank details, see below. 

BSB 641-800 Account No. 200456000 
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Re:- the new Windows 11:  

1. Download and install to replace Windows 10 is OK, but we must look at the effect on the regular 
updating of  Windows 11. For those serious users of  Windows 10 that may be affected by this regular 
updating, they should keep using the Windows 10 until the “final” version of  Windows 11 is issued. If  
you must, however, register as a “insider previewer” and select “stop getting preview build”. This makes 
a more stable Windows 11 to use. Both Windows 10 final and 11 are Version 21H2. By technical 
nature, Windows 11 is faster and more responsive than Windows 10 running on MBR system.  

2. If  the conversion to Windows 11 is not successful we must look carefully at the technical reasons behind 
it. Usually involved (1) MBR/GPT system, (2) Processor validity such as 4GB RAM with minimum 2 
cores and over 64GB storage, (3) TPM 2.0 security, (4) Some other problems, but essential, with related 
booting in BIOS . For example, it is advised to check the booting system, security setting etc in the 
BIOS before any technical conversion, such as MBR to GPT and booting feature, is done. Specially the 
conversion from MBR to GPT is very technical. Many experience computer users get into trouble, as 
reported on the web, as it is very difficult and involved reverting back from GPT to MBR. You can lose 
your computer and cannot reboot! Probably the best is not to update to Windows 11 if  your computer 
is running on MBR/BIOS booting.  

3. It was suggested by many on the web, TPM 2.0 can be removed/not included in Windows 11? To 
check TPM chips can be done as follows:  

• -  Use Management Tool : Type Win+R, and tpm.msc. It will shown TPM whether is  
present or not.  

• -  Use Device Management and opening the “show hidden devices”.  

• -  The present of  TPM can be activated, enabled or owned with the initial “true or  
false” statement, etc.  

4. It would be better technically if  we are more familiar with some of  the computer jargon,  
such as the Run Commands, Device Manager, Disk & Computer Management etc in order to 
understand these technicalities. Yes, we are here to learn and enjoy it. Try it.  

NOTE: If  anyone wants to know about processors and computers suitable for running Windows 11, we have 
printed lists of  these which are available at the club. Please, ask for John/Martina.  
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Update on Windows 11 
By John Sutanto



What is a “ Privacy Warning”on WiFi in iOS 14.

One morning when I was checking the “System Preferences” settings on the iPad, I noticed something I hadn’t 
seen before. On the WiFi setting I found the words “ Privacy Warning”. Not knowing what this meant I did a 
Goggle search on the question. I found the following information, set out below, which I thought might be use 
ful for other Apple users of  SHCUG. 

When at home the iPad but also my iPhone will automatically connect to our WiFi system. When I switched on 
the iPad, I got a “Privacy Warning” in its WiFi window. I checked my iPhone to see if  that one had the same 
warning, which it didn’t. Wondering what was going on, I compared the WiFi settings of  both devices. In the 
WiFi settings of  the iPhone the “PrivateAddress” button was switched on. On the iPad the button was in the 
“off ” position. I now needed to understand the differences between the two settings.  

It all started when Apple released iOS 14 and Apple users started to see the “Privacy Warning” and “Weak 
Security” under their WiFi ’s name. Since Apple is big on privacy, this feature of  the update does limit the way 
networks track users by masking what is called a “Media Access Control (MAC)” address. This does improve 
your privacy as your device will use a different MAC address with each Wi-Fi network it connects too.  

Before the iOS 14 update, WiFi networks, network operators, and network observers could track your activity 
using your MAC address. It essentially allowed networks to capture data about you, which could lead to user 
profiling. The iOS 14 update makes it so your Apple device generates a unique MAC address for each network 
you access, so you can no longer be tracked. If  you are getting a “Privacy Warning” on WiFi on your device, it 
means that your MAC address is not being masked and the network can see your device’s address and track it. 

You can fix this problem as follows:  

 

 

Reconnect to the WiFi system in the usual way and you will find that the “Privacy Warning” has now gone.  

If  you have any questions about this article, you can find me at Scott Hall every Monday, from 10 am to 5 pm.  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Martina 

To switch on the “Privacy Address” feature on an iPhone and iPad, tap 
the “System Preferences” app on your home screen.  

On next screen, choose and tap “WiFi” (see red arrow).

The next screen will show you that you are connected to the WiFi system 
and below the name of  the WiFi system you see the “Privacy Warning”.  
Tap on the circle with the “i” in the middle (see red arrow). 

In the next window that opens, look for “Private Address” and slide the 
white dot to the right (see red arrow). The image will change into a green 
colour indicating that the “Privacy Address” option is switched on. 
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During the last two years we have seen a few more SHCUG members with a MacBook Air laptop. This laptop 
is the entry level of  the laptops Apple produces and could be called a Notebook. The term Notebook originally 
referred to a smaller and lighter size of  laptop than mainstream laptops of  the time. The MacBook Air has a 
13.3” screen, full-size keyboard and a supper thin aluminum case. Being very light in weight it is an ideal device 
to take along when away from home.  

The MacBook Air has the same operating system (macOS) as the more powerful Macbook Pro laptops and 
iMac desktops and comes with the same preinstalled apps. Working on a MacBook Air is the same as working 
on any of  the other devices mentioned above. 

The other day I was left on my own to run the afternoon help session of  SHCUG,  Joseph being away. One of  
our members came in with a frozen MacBook Air. To make sure I didn’t do anything wrong, I Googled the 
problem and the answer was as follows: To force the MacBook Air to shut down, press the “Command” key 
together with the “Control” key and “Power” button. Hold these keys down until the screen turns black. Give it 
about 10 seconds before pressing the power button again to switch the computer back on. In this case it did the 
trick and booted up correctly. After typing in the password it showed the desktop as it should, no harm done.  

My question was now “what had caused the MacBook Air to freeze”. Looking at the Dock, I noticed a black 
dot under several of  the apps. The black dot indicates that an application is running, either on the screen or un 
seen in the background when the app is closed on     . Leaving a dot under apps whilst doing some work is OK, 
you might want to use them again as one click will open them. However when you want to “Shut Down” your 
computer, the open apps on the Dock must also be shut down before you do this. Shut down an open app by 
pointing the curser on the black dot below the app. Press gently on the track pad until you see a small popup 
window above it. Scroll down to “Quit” and click. This shuts down the app, removes the black dot and makes 
rebooting again much easier. The only exception is “Finder”, this app is always open and can't shut down. 
	 	 	 	              
	 	 	 	 	 Another issue this member struggled with was that her computer screen	
	 	 	                       	 was set to “Full Screen” mode. In this setting the main menu bar of  the	
	 	 	 	 	 application you are using is hidden. By pointing the curser to the top edge	
	 	 	 	 	 of  the screen, the main menu bar will become visible but disappears 
again as soon as you move the curser away. You can change this setting by pointing the curser on the green dot 
in the right hand top corner of  your document, then select “Exit Full Screen” and click. To undo this move, 
just click the green button again and select “Enter Full Screen” and click. There are two more options given, 
tiling window to the left of  the screen and tiling window to the right of  the screen. This gives you the option of  
having two documents open on the screen to work on at the same time. It is called “Split View”. 

	 	 	 	 	 The last thing we looked at was the member’s desktop which was pretty 	
	 	 	 	 	 cluttered. I suggested thad she should use “Stacks” in order to keep her 	  
	 	 	 	 	 desktop tidy. Stacks is a feature that was introduced in Mojave (10.14.0) 	
	 	 	 	 	 in 2018. This feature organises all your documents and files that are on 	
	 	 	 	 	 your desktop into groups. When you save a file to the desktop, it is	 	
	 	 	 	 	 automatically added to the appropriate stack. To see what is in a stack, 
point the curser on its name and click. The stack will open up, displaying all the documents, images and PDF’s 
belonging to that particular stack. Close a stack by clicking on its name. See image to activate “Stacks”. 

Most of  our Apple users would have upgraded by now to at least macOS Catalina or Big Sur. Monterey, the 
latest version, was released in October this year. Each version has always new features and we, the users, need 
to keep up with these changes. SHCUG’s weekly “Help Sessions” are there to assist members in staying up to 
date with their devices, whether you are a Microsoft Windows or an Apple user.  

                                Just a few macOS basics.              By Martina Oprey
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     The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

Wanted 

Have you got an article that you 
wish to publish in Keyword. 

Or you might have a suggestion 
for an article. 

Have you got something to sell, 
want to swap or give away, 

advertise it in Keyword. 
Please send it to 

shcugcontact@gmail.com
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